
The MINGLE annotation sheme: Multimodalannotation of parent-hild interation in a freeplay setting (version 1.0)∗Kristina Nilsson Björkenstam†Department of Linguistis, Computational LinguistisStokholm University9 januari 20131 Introdution�In order to [redue℄ the omplexity of the grammar indution pro-blem it is neessary to onstrut multimodal data bases in whihnonlinguisti aspets of interation ... are enoded in enrihed repre-sentations of the PLD [primary linguisti data℄� [5, p. 207℄Reent data and theory posits that language aquisition is grounded in innategeneral ognitive abilities suh as intention-reading and sensitivity to joint at-tention, (visual and auditive) pattern-�nding, and the ability to imitate [24, 14℄.Researh also shows the impat of soial interation on language aquisition ininfants [14, 15℄. The parent's ability to establish and maintain joint attention,read the hild's signals (e.g., eye gaze), and to align his/her speeh with thehild's fous of attention are key elements in the interative learning proess[8, 22℄.Thus, a ognitive model of language learning must be dialogue-driven andmultimodal to re�et how parent and hild interat, using words, eye gaze, andobjet manipulation. We present a sheme for multimodal annotation of parent-hild interation. The purpose is to add verbal and non-verbal annotation to aorpus of longitudinal video and sound reordings of parent-hild dyads. In thisguideline, we desribe the transription of adult and hild speeh and voa-lizations, and the annotation of both empty-hand gestures and objet-relatedations by both adults and hildren.
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Adults modify their speeh when talking to infants, for example by usingfewer words per utterane, more repetitions, and dereased syntati omplexity.Prosodially, infant-direted speeh (ID-speeh, or �motherese�) is haraterizedby high a�etive saliene and spei� adjustments of aousti harateristissuh as higher F0, wider F0 exursions, distintive F0 ontours, slower tempo,and longer pauses.1 Adults use ID-speeh to regulate infants' arousal levels,onvey a�etive intent, and apture their infants' attention; and studies showthat infants prefer ID-speeh to adult-direted speeh [9, 12℄.This modi�ation is not modality-spei�: signing aregivers typially signslowly to infants, with high levels of repetition and exaggerated movements[16℄, and both deaf infants and hearing infants without previous exposure tosign language show greater attentional and a�etive responsiveness to infant-direted signing than adult-direted signing [17, 18℄.Adults also modify their gestures when talking to young hildren, with fre-quent use of onrete pointing, display of objets, demonstration and enatment,and emblems (ulturally de�ned gestures). Gesture types that are ommon inadult interation suh as representative, metaphori, and emphati gestures areless frequent in ID-speeh [19℄; [11℄ found that mothers used gestures less fre-quently in interation with their infants as ompared to interation with adults,and that the ID-gestures reinfore and disambiguate spoken utteranes, ratherthan add new information.This type of �gesturese� is mirrored in what Brand and olleagues [4℄ all�motionese�: in a study of voluntary bodily movement with and without objetsin ommuniation with infants or adults, they foused on eight features: range ofmotion, rate, repetitiveness, proximity to partner, enthusiasm, interativeness,puntuation,2 and simpli�ation, and found that mothers signi�antly modifytheir ations to infants, as ompared to adults. In a related study, [13℄ foundthat infants respond to motionese; Variations in amplitude and repetition a�etinfant attention, while level of repetition a�et the way the infant explored theobjets.In this projet, we want to investigate both unimodal (e.g., repetition of utte-ranes) and multimodal synhrony in an interative setting, based on annotateddata.This annotation guideline is strutured as follows. Setion 2 desribes thedata: the partiipants and the objets, the setting, and the longitudinal data. Anoverview of the multimodal annotation struture is presented in setion 3. Theannotation proess and the di�erent annotation tasks are desribed in setion 4:the verbal annotation in setion 4.1, the �rst step of disourse segmenting insetion 4.2, the non-verbal annotation in setion 4.3, and the seond step ofdisourse annotation in setion 4.4. Finally, in setion 5, di�erent methods foranalysis of the annotated data are outlined.1But see [10℄ for a disussion of ultural aspets on pith.2[4℄ use the word �puntuation� to mean segmentation of disourse.
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2 Data2.1 Partiipants and objets
• Partiipants: Parent (mother or father) and Child
• Target objets: Si�u (a brown toy monkey) and Kuka (a yellow toy rabbit)
• Other objets: for example a small bag, a toy buket, a hat, dresses forthe toys, a toy bottle, a jigsaw puzzle, a farm house with animals, a book.2.2 SettingData onsists of video reordings (using two ameras) of free play sessions ina reording studio at the Phonetis laboratory at Stokholm University, andaudio reordings (via wire-less mirophones). The studio is equipped with a setof toys, inluding the target objets, and the parents are asked to play withthese toys. The parent is told the names of the target objets at the beginningof the session.2.3 Video and audio dataThe data onsist of longitudinal dyads at 7-8, 12-13, 17-19, and 27-31 months.The length and �information density� of the reordings vary greatly dependingon the mood of both the hild and the parent. We also see di�erenes in thekind of play due to development.2.4 Annotation toolELAN. URL: http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/3 Multimodal annotation of parent-hild intera-tionOverview of the urrent struture:
• Disourse annotation� Segments (ELAN tier: Segment)� Repetition between parent and hild (ELAN tier: Repetition)� Fous and Initiative (ELAN tier: Fous)
• Verbal annotation� Transription parent (ELAN tier: Parent)� Transription hild (ELAN tier: Child)3



� Objet-mention parent (ELAN tier: P-Speeh)� Objet-mention hild (ELAN tier: C-Speeh)
• Non-verbal annotation� Eye gaze parent (ELAN tier: P-Gaze)� Eye gaze hild (ELAN tier: C-Gaze)� Objet-related ations parent (ELAN tier: P-ObjAt)� Objet-related ations hild (ELAN tier: C-ObjAt)� Gesture funtion parent (ELAN tier: P-GestFun)� Gesture funtion hild (ELAN tier: C-GestFun)
• Analysis� Analysis of synhrony aross modalities � parent based on P-Obj,P-Gaze, P-ObjAt, P-GestFun. (ELAN tier: P-Analysis)� Analysis of synhrony aross modalities � hild, o-temporal withP-Obj; analysis based on C-Obj, C-Gaze, C-ObjAt, C-GestFun.(ELAN tier: C-Analysis)4 The annotation proessThe order of the annotation layers presented here di�ers from the order inthe previous setion. This setion desribes the pratial annotation work, andtherefore the di�erent layers are presented in the order of the annotation proess.Please note: All tiers must have the name listed here! Compare with pre-vious annotations, use the ELAN searh funtion, disuss di�ult ases withyour olleagues. Use a omments tier!4.1 Verbal annotationAll utteranes of parents and hildren are transribed, using two separate ELANtiers. We also mark eah verbal mention of the target objets (objet mentions)by either parent or hild in two separate ELAN tiers.4.1.1 Transription parentELAN tier: ParentAn utterane is a voal ontribution from the parent. The sope of an utteraneis determined from the speeh signal, where the goal is to make the annotationsope as preise as possible without losing any aousti information. The sopeof an utterane is ultimately determined by the transriber, who must takeinto onsideration both the ontext of eah utterane, the situation (free play,interation between parent and hild), and di�erene between speakers, et.4



The transription is orthographial, with additional labels for features likelaughter, onomatopoeia, and dis�ueny. The labels are listed in 1 on page 15.A set of shorthand labels for ommon features are listed in table 2 on page 16.Additional labels may be added. If so, disuss with the team members and addthe new label to this list.Utteranes that the transriber interprets as exlamations and/or appe-als/orders are marked with an exlamation mark, and utteranes interpretedas questions are marked with a question mark. No other puntuation is used.All words are written in small aps, exept for proper names, e.g.:
• kommer du ihåg vem Si�u var då?
• ja! vem var det?For the sake of disambiguation (and subsequent POS-tagging), some ommonwords with spelling variants are transribed as follows (based on the standardresoure for Swedish, Stokholm-Umeå Corpus):
• sedan/sen → sen
• de/dom; dem/dom → de; dem
• något/nåt; någonting/nånting → något; någonting
• sade/sa → sa
• va/var/vara → vara, var
• varann/varandra → varandra
• sån/sådan; sånt/sådant; såna/sådant → sån, sånt, såna4.1.2 Transription hildELAN tier: ChildAn utterane is a voal ontribution from the hild. Voalizations are phone-tially transribed, until later reordings when the hild starts to utter wordsthat an be orthographially transribed. In later reordings, the hild's voa-lizations are transribed as a ombination of orthographi words and non-wordvoalizations.4.1.3 Repetition between parent and hildELAN tier: RepetitionThis tier marks repetitions of (part of) utteranes between parent and hild,e.g., between parent and hild (annotation value PC):5



Parent: KukaChild: gugaSuh repetitions an be e.g., imitations, repetitions where the �rst utterane isexpanded when repeated (see the example below), or repair sequenes. Repeti-tions an also our between hild and parent (annotation value CP):C: där!P: ja där är Si�uThis tier is added during verbal and voal transription. The funtion of eahourrene will be ategorized at a later date � at this time we annotate thesope and the order of partiipants (e.g., parent-hild). The annotation valuedesribes initiative and order (in a CP sequene, the parent repeats the hild'sutterane, and vie versa), and length (two repetitions: CPC, three repetitions:PCPC, et.).4.1.4 Objet-mention parentELAN tier: P-SpeehWe annotate eah verbal mention of either of the target objets by the parent.Example mentions are the names Kuka and Si�u, de�nite desriptions suh askaninen (�the rabbit�), apan (�the monkey�), or pronouns den (�it�), han (�he�),hon (�she�). The whole NP is added as the annotation value.Annotation value: S(i�u), K(uka) + in ases of non-NEs the NP (e.g., kaninen,den, hon), e.g., S han.4.1.5 Objet-mention hildELAN tier: C-SpeehWe also annotate eah verbal mention of either of the target objets by the hild.Annotation value: S, K + NP in ase of non-NE4.2 Disourse annotation I4.2.1 SegmentsELAN tier: SegmentA disourse segment is an interval of a dyad in whih any or both of the targetobjets are in fous. At present, �in fous� means that the target objet has beenorally referred to by the parent (using names, de�nite desriptions, or pronouns)at least one during the segment.The segment starts when the target objet is brought into fous by eitherpartiipant by speeh, eye gaze, or hand movement, and ends when fous is6



shifted (more permanently) to other objets, by e.g., one of the partiipants re-moving the objet from view (by throwing, putting away, et) and introduinga new objet. We want to over the whole interation so make sure the sope ofthe segment inludes all verbal and non-verbal ations. At present, all non-verbal annotation (desribed below) is restrited to these segments.Annotation value: the target objet(s) in fous, i.e., Kuka, Si�u, or Kuka+Si�u(alt. Kuka/Si�u).4.3 Non-verbal annotationThe non-verbal annotation inludes eye-gaze, objet-related ations, and gestu-res. Important: turn o� the sound and hide the transription tiersbefore starting with the non-verbal annotation! Eah annotation taskshould be performed independently of the other tasks, with the re-sults of previous annotation hidden from the annotator.Traditionally in maternal gesture researh, only ommuniative gestures areseleted and oded (see e.g., [20℄, [11℄). Communiative gestures are �aom-panied by eye ontat with an interative partner, voalization, or other learevidene of an e�ort to diret the attention of another person in the room�[11, p 63-63℄. While gestures involving objets, suh as holding up an objet to-ward the partner (SHOW) or touhing/tapping an objet (INDICATING) anbe onsidered gestures as they ommuniate information to the listener, theyare typially exluded from analysis (see e.g., [11, p. 69℄ or [19, p 327℄). For adi�erent view, see e.g., [21℄ and [2℄.In this annotation sheme, we do not di�erentiate between ommuniati-ve and non-ommuniative gestures during annotation; suh lassi�ation mustbe done from a omplete annotation. We do, however, di�erentiate betweenempty-hand gestures and objet-related ations (see below). From a �traditio-nal� gestural researh perspetive some of the objet-related ations an beategorized as manipulative forms of gesture deixis [19, p 327℄ but we do notlassify them during annotation; again, suh lassi�ation must be done from aomplete annotation.4.3.1 Eye gaze parentELAN tier: P-GazeWe annotate eye gaze by marking whether the parent is looking at the hild(annotation value C), the target objets Si�u and Kuka (annotation valuesS, K), or on any other objet (annotation value o). In some ases, these otherobjets are named, e.g., if the parent is looking at a bag ontaining the targetobjet Si�u we annotate gaze as �bag_w_S�.In ases where the parent is looking at the hild and the hild is holding oneof the objets, we annotate gaze as direted at the �larger frame�, i.e., the hild.We an extrat the fat that the objet is also in the parent's line of sight from7



the annotation of the hild's objet related ations (that is, that the hild isholding the target objet).Annotation values: C, S, K, o4.3.2 Eye gaze hildELAN tier: C-GazeWe annotate the hild's eye gaze as direted at the parent (annotation value P),the target objets Si�u and Kuka (annotation values S, K), or on any otherobjet (annotation value o) in the room. Other objets may be named (see 4.3.1).Annotation values: P, S, K, o4.3.3 Objet-related ations parentELAN tier: P-ObjAtObjet-related ations are hand movements involving objets, inluding the hild(annotation value C), the target objets Si�u and Kuka (annotation value S,K), and any other objet (annotation value o). The movements are labeledas Verb_Objet or Verb_Objet1_Objet2. Below, the movement labels aregrouped for readability:
• Taking an objet� Reah_S: the parent reahes for the monkey Si�u (n.b., the handis moving towards Si�u, but the hand does not yet touh the toy;objet-related ations does not equal handling objets!). Reahing istypially followed by grabbing, piking-up and moving the objet, butthis is not always the ase. Thus, we annotate reahing as a separateation from e.g., moving a toy.� Grab_S: the parent grabs Si�u with one (or two?) hand(s?), but doesnot pik/lift the objet up (we annotate that separately).� Pik-up_S: the parent piks up Si�u.� Move_S: the parent moves Si�u from one plae to another (i.e., thisis about hange of loation).� Hold_K: the parent holds the toy in his/her hands, but does not playwith it and is (often) looking at something else.
• Initiating play� Show_S: the parent shows Si�u to the hild by holding it up in frontof the hild. 8



� Shake_S: the parent holds S up before the hild, and shakes/loomsthe toy.� Enat_S: the parent makes S jump, walk, limb, interat with C, et.� Tikle_C_K: the parent tikles the hild with Kuka
• Play� Explore_K: the parent is exploring the toy, often turning it over orfousing on some feature of the toy (a button, a hat).� Mani_S: the parent is manipulating the toy in some way not overedby other movement labels.� Touh_S: the parent touhes the objet (often with a kind of deitifuntion, e.g., taps).� Peek-hide_S: Peek-a-boo with Si�u. Step 1: hiding Si�u.� Peek-show_S: Peek-a-boo with Si�u. Step 2: showing Si�u.
• Handing over� Put-down_S: the parent puts the toy �on display�, typially next toor in front of the hild on the �oor or on a hair, and the toy is stillin play/fous.� O�er_S: the parent o�ers Si�u to the hild by holding it lose to thehild('s hands), making it easy for the hild to grab the toy.� Hand_C_S: the parent hands over Si�u to the hild.
• Ending play� Put-away_S: the parent puts the toy on the �oor (typially out ofreah and/or sight) of the hild, and the toy is learly no longer infous.At present, the annotator deides what to all an ation, but after analysis ofthe annotated data we will deide on a set of de�ned ations to hoose from(primarily).Sine the parent has two hands, he/she an perform di�erent ations withboth hands at the same time. In suh ases, we annotated both ations ombinedby the plus sign (�+�), e.g.,
• Reah_S + Hold-hand_C: The parent is holding the hild's hand whilereahing for Si�uIn suh ases, the primary ation (above: reahing) is listed �rst, and the se-ondary ation is listed seond. Typially, the primary ation is the most reentand the most ative. In unlear ases, add �??� and a omment and disuss withthe team. 9



4.3.4 Objet-related ations hildELAN tier: C-ObjAtObjet-related ations are hand movements involving objets, inluding the pa-rent (annotation value P), the target objets Si�u and Kuka (annotation valueS, K), and any other objet (annotation value o). The movements are labeledas Verb_Objet, or Verb_Objet1_Objet2.Some of the hild's objet related ations are the same as the parent's ations,so there is an overlap in annotation values between the tiers P-ObjAt and C-ObjAt. But some ations are more frequently (and in some ases exlusively)performed by the hildren, for example:
• Taking an objet� Reah_S: the hild reahes for the monkey Si�u� Grab_S: the hild grabs the toy with one or two hands (dependingon developmental stage)� Pik-up_S: the hild piks up Si�u� Move_S: the hild moves Si�u from point A to B� Hold_S: the hild holds Si�u, but does not interat with the toy
• Play� Touh_K: the hild is touhing Kuka (�nger tips, palm of hand, et)� Taste_K: the hild puts the toy to his/her mouth (typially, we an-not see from the video footage if the hild really is tasting the toy,but we interpret this ation as an intention to taste it)� Explore_S: the hild is holding the toy while examining it losely,typially turning it around and touhing di�erent parts of the toy(eyes, ears, buttons, et)� Hover_K: the hild is holding his/her hand over the toy - not quitetouhing; the hand is �hovering� above the toy� Wave_S: The hild is holding the objet and for example waving/shakingit in the air� Mani_S: (manipulate) The hild is e.g., banging the toy against so-mething (another toy or the �oor)� Feed_S_bottle: hild is feeding Si�u from a toy bottle
• Ending play� Drop_S: the hild lets go of the toy, and the toy falls to the �oor.� Put-away_S: the hild puts the toy away/out of reah;the toy islearly no longer in fous. 10



In ases where another objet is used to perform an ation, e.g., brushing so-meone's hair with a toy hair brush, and the ation verb impliitly names thisobjet it is not annotated:
• Brush_S: Child is brushing Si�u with a toy hair brush4.3.5 Gesture funtion parentELAN tier: P-GestFunWe annotated gesture funtion aording to ategories ommonly used in multi-modal annotation of adult interation [19, 1℄ and adult-hild interation [20, 23℄.All visible ations are oded, that is, we do not lassify gestures as ommuni-ative and non-ommuniative at this stage. At present, we do not annotategesture form (i.e., prep, stroke, hold) [19℄ but this an be added at a later date.Beause the subjet is parent-hild interation (see setion 2), we will pro-bably not meet all the gesture types desribed here.
• Pointing (with �nger or hand).Value: Point-(Index|Hand|o) referent-name (target area)� Point-Index S: for pointing at Si�u with the index �nger� Point-Hand C (tummy): for pointing with hand toward the tummyof the hildWe annotate all pointing gestures, and di�erentiate between abstrat poin-ting and onrete pointing (to a referent in the physial ontext) [19℄ byadding the name of the referent. In some ases, we also annotated the tar-get area (tummy, head, shoe, et). Note that in some annotation shemes,the pointing form an have di�erent funtions, e.g., deiti, disursive, andrepresentational [7, 6℄. A present, we do not annotate pointing funtionother than abstrat/onrete.
• Representational gestures: this ategory onsists of two types of gestures:ation gestures/enatment where body parts enat a pattern of ation, andsize-shape gestures that depit harateristis of an an objet or event (seee.g., [20, 23℄). This ategory is also alled ioni gestures by e.g., [19℄ and[1℄.
• Conventional, symboli gestures (emblems): ulture-spei� gestures whe-re the form-funtion relation is based on onvention, e.g., thumbs-up �OK�,wave �hejdå� [1℄.
• Emphati: rhythmi beats/batons. Simple, repetitive movements wheree.g., the hand moves in time with the speeh marking the rhythm [19℄.Here, we also mark grooming gestures, e.g., adjusting lothes, hair, et.11



• GroomingWe also annotate lear shifts in posture that indiate where the parent's atten-tion is:
• Lean fwd: parent is leaning forward (often towards the hild, or the �playarea�)
• Lean twd K: parent is leaning toward KukaIn short: annotate all empty-hand gestures, inluding those that do not fall intoany of these ategories. Add a omment and �??� for further analysis.4.3.6 Gesture funtion hildELAN tier: C-GestFunThe gesture funtion annotation of the hild is idential to that of the parent(see 4.3.5): we mark pointing (see e.g., [25℄), as well as any gestures that an belassi�ed as representational/ioni, onventional, and emphati gestures (abo-ve). We also annotate grooming and shifts in posture that indiate fous ofattention.Note that due to the age of the partiipants, it is unlikely that we will �ndabstrat pointing and emphati gestures. Conrete pointing is reported from 11to 12 months [25℄ and representational gestures from 12 months [19℄.Note also that hildren use their whole bodies for gestures, by for examplepointing with a foot [19℄.4.4 Disourse annotation II4.4.1 Fous and InitiativeELAN tier: FousThis tier marks shifts in fous of attention.Objet mentions (P-Speeh) are ategorized as initial-mention (annotationvalue: 1) and subsequent-mentions (value: 2). We are interested in �nding men-tions where the parent is introduing or reintroduing an objet into fous(initial-mentions), and mentions where the parent is o-referring to an objetalready in fous (subsequent-mentions).A shift in fous is deteted by jointly examining the utteranes and ationsof the parent, and the hild's attention marked by speeh, gaze, and ations. Isthe fous of attention introdued/reintrodued or upheld? For example:
• The �rst time an objet is mentioned is marked as an initial-mention.
• Reintrodutions our when the hild's fous is on an objet, but thenthere is a lear shift of the hild's fous to something else, and the parent12



mentions and shows (voal and non-voal reintrodution) the �rst objetto the hild.
• If the parent has mentioned Kuka, the hild is foused on Kuka, and theparent mentions Kuka again, this is a subsequent-mention.Copy the P-Speeh tier, rename it to Fous, and hange the values of eahmention to either 1 or 2. Annotation values:
• Initial-mention: 1
• Subsequent-mention: 2Eah instane annotated as an initial-mention (1) is further annotated for initi-ative as either a bring-in (when the parent introdues the objet) or a follow-in(when the hild introdues the objet and the parent follows). Sine we are anno-tating the mentions of the parent, there are no non-voal initiatives. Annotationvalues:
• Bring-in: The parent initiates by voal (and possibly also non-voal) refe-rene to the objet. The hild may or may not follow. Additional values:� vo: voal referene to objet� vo+non-vo: a ombination of voal and non-voal (objet ationand/or gesture) referenes
• Follow-in: The hild initiates by voal and/or non-voal referene to theobjet, and the parent answers with a voal (and possibly non-voal) re-ferene to the objet:� C: ombinations of vo and/or gaze and/or hand (e.g., vo+gaze+hand)� P: vo or vo+non-voAt present, we do not mark fous for objet mentions by the hild (C-Speeh).This an be added at a later date.5 AnalysisOur basi hypothesis is that pereption of synhrony in multimodal patternsin auditory-visual speeh is the devie primarily used to redue omplexity inlanguage learning; this analysis is further disussed in [3℄.5.1 Analysis of synhrony aross modalities5.1.1 Analysis parentELAN tier: P-Analysis 13



The analysis of invariane ombines eah utterane of a referene to one ofthe target objets (ELAN tier P-Speeh) with eye gaze (tier P-Gaze), objet-related ations (tier P-ObjAt), and gesture funtions (tier P-GestFun) into onepattern. The pattern onsists of four digits, either 1 for mathing annotationvalues or 0 for non-mathing values. The pattern is omposed as follows:
• The �rst digit in P-Analysis patterns is always 1, sine P-speeh is alwaysa math.
• If the referent of the utterane in P-speeh is Kuka, and eye gaze isdireted at Kuka, the annotation values math, and the seond digit is a1. If gaze is not direted at Kuka, the seond digit is 0. In ases whereeye gaze is direted at the hild, and the hild is holding an objet, thismust be onsidered. In di�ult ases, return to the video reording.
• If there is an annotation on tier P-ObjAt, and the objet is Kuka (e.g.,Hold_K), the third digit is a 1. If there is no objet-related ation at all(i.e., there is no annotation on tier P-ObjAt), the third digit is 0. If thereis an annotation but the objet is not Kuka, the third digit is 0.
• If there is a gesture direted at Kuka, the �nal digit is 1. If the gestureis direted elsewhere, or there is no gesture at all, the �nal digit is 0.For example, the pattern 1 1 0 0 means that the parent says Kuka, and looksat Kuka at the same time. The pattern 1 0 1 0 means for example that theparent says Si�u and shows Si�u to the hild at the same time.5.1.2 Analysis hildELAN tier: C-AnalysisThe analysis for the hild is similar to the analysis of the parent, with one dif-ferene: they hild must utter a referene to the objet (C-Speeh) immediatelyprior to the (parental) utterane in whih P-Speeh ours. There is no strittime limit, but the two utteranes must be part of a ohesive streth of disourse.The pattern for C-Analysis onsists of analysis of the annotation values ofthe tiers C-Speeh, C-Gaze, C-ObjAt, C-GestFun in ombination with theurrent P-Obj.Referenser[1℄ Jens Allwood, Loredana Cerrato, Kristiina Jokinen, Costanza Navarretta,and Patrizia Paggio. The MUMIN oding sheme for the annotation of feed-bak, turn management and sequening phenomena. Language Resouresand Evaluation, 41(3�4):273�287, 2007.[2℄ Mats Andrén. Children's gestures from 18 to 30 months. PhD thesis, LundUniversity, 2010. 14



Label Explanation?? A note from the annotator to hek the transription.?,(?) Ambiguity. Can be ombined with both labels and words, for example:#VR? ha(?)In order to disambiguate from the question mark, add a parenthesis.# Desriptions (see the list of feature labels in table 2). The label is plaedbefore the utterane in question, for example:#IN där!In ases where the desription overs part of an utterane, the sope ofthe desription is marked by an additional # at the end, for example:#VI hej Emil # hej pojken!() Desription of non-speeh/voalization ombined with word. Example:(h)oj!& False starts (words), for example:oh &ko kolla här då&(fras) False starts (phrases), for example:det har vi sagt &(för att han hela tiden) eftersom han alltid dreglarpå fjärrkontrollen�xx One unknown word, for example:ta den då ta xx bollenThere an be more than one unknown word in an utterane, for example:ta den då ta xx xx�xxx A sequene of unknown words, for example: titta bollen xxx*(a-z) Non-words with a ommuniative funtion, e.g., �huh?�, mimiryor voal illustration (�nam nam nam� for eating), or sound e�ets (�hå!�)are marked with an asterisk, for example:*(nam nam nam): Long sounds are marked with a olon, for example: hå:Ex ee Filled pauses are transribed as they sound, for example:ee mm hm aa öh_ Hesitation dis�uenies when part of a word, e.g., �jjjja det tror jag�,�neeeej� are marked as �j_a det tror jag�, �ne_j�Tabell 1: Labels used for transription.
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Label Explanation#VR adult-direted speeh (typially interation with the experiment leader);Child-direted speeh is default#VI whisper#IN ingressive speeh#LA word or phrase in another language. If a phrase, mark sope witha parenthesis, e.g., �#LA (the thing)�#SK laughter#FL panting#GR rying, whining#SÅ singing, humming#VL whistling#PU kissing noise#SM slurping noise, smaking one's lips (sound, not voalization)#HO oughing#HR learing one's throat#LS noise, disturbaneTabell 2: Shorthand labels for features.[3℄ Kristina Nilsson Björkenstam and Mats Wirén. Referene to objets in lon-gitudinal parent-hild interation. In Workshop on Language, Ation andPereption (APL). The Fourth Swedish Language Tehnology Conferene,Otober 24-26, 2012, Lund. GSLT, 2012.[4℄ Rebea J. Brand, Dare A. Baldwin, and Leslie A. Ashburn. Evidene for�motionese�: modi�ations in mothers' infant-direted ation. Developmen-tal Siene, 5(1):72�83, 2002.[5℄ Alexander Clark and Shalom Lappin. Linguisti Nativism and the Povertyof the Stimulus. Wiley-Blakwell, 2011.[6℄ Jean-Mar Colletta, Olga Capiri, Carla Cristilli, Susan Goldin-Meadow,Mihele Guidetti, and Susan Levine. Coding Manual. ARN Multimodalityresearh projet 2005-2009. Multimodal Data Transription and Annotationwith ELAN, arn-05-blan-0178-01, 02 edition, 2010.[7℄ Jean-Mar Colletta, Aurelie Venouil, Ramona Kumene, Virginie Kauf-mann, and Jean-Pasal Simon. Multitrak annotation of hild languageand gestures. In Proeedings of the LREC 2008 Workshop on Multimodalorpora: From Models of Natural Interation to Systems and Appliations,2008.[8℄ Bruno Estigarribia and Eve V. Clark. Getting and maintaining attentionin talk to young hildren. Journal of Child Language, 34:799�814, 2007.[9℄ Charles A. Ferguson. Baby talk in six languages. Amerian Anthropologist,66:103�114, 1964. 16



[10℄ David Ingram. The ultural basis of prosodi modi�ations to infants andhildren: a response to Fernald's universalist theory. Journal of Child Lan-guage, 22:223�233, 1995.[11℄ Jana M Iverson, Olga Capiri, Emiddia Longobardi, and M Cristina Caselli.Gesturing in mother-hild interations. Cognitive Development, 14:57�75,1999.[12℄ Christine Kitamura and Christa Lam. Age-spei� preferenes for infant-direted a�etive intent. Infany, 14(1):77�100, 2009.[13℄ Erin A. Koterba and Jana M. Iverson. Investigating motionese: The e�etof infant-direted ation on infants' attention and objet exploration. Infantbehaviour and Development, 32(4):437�444, 2009.[14℄ Patriia K. Kuhl. Craking the speeh ode: How infants learn language.Aousti Siene and Tehnology, 28(2):71�83, 2007.[15℄ Patriia K. Kuhl. Is speeh learning 'gated' by the soial brain? Develop-mental Siene, 10(1):110�120, 2007.[16℄ Nobuo Masataka. Motherese in a signed language. Infant Behavior andDevelopment, 15(4):453�460, 1992.[17℄ Nobuo Masataka. Pereption of motherese in a signed language by 6-month-old deaf infants. Develpmental Psyhology, 32(5):874�879, 1996.[18℄ Nobuo Masataka. Pereption of motherese in japanese sign language by 6-month-old hearing infants. Develpmental Psyhology, 34(2):241�246, 1998.[19℄ David MNeill. Hand and Mind. What gestures reveal about thought. TheUniversity of Chiago Press, 1992.[20℄ Meaghan V Parladé and Jana M Iverson. The interplay between language.gesture, and a�et during ommuniative transition: A dynami systemsapproah. Developmental Psyhology, 47(3):820�833, 2011.[21℄ Laura A Petitto. �Language� in the pre-linguisti hild. In F. Kessel (Ed.),Development of language and language researhers: Essays in honor of Ro-ger Brown. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrene Erlbaum, 1988.[22℄ Katharina J. Rohl�ng. Exploring �assoiative talk�: When German mothersinstrut their two year olds about spatial tasks. Dialogue and Disourse,2, 2011.[23℄ Silvia Stefanini, Arianna Bello, Maria Cristina Caselli, Jana M Iverson,and Virginia Volterra. Co-speeh gestures in a naming task: Developmentaldata. Language and Cognitive Proesses, 24(2):168�189, 2009.[24℄ Mihael Tomasello. Construting a language: A Usage-Based Theory ofLanguage Aquisition. Harvard University Press, 2003.17
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